Piedmont bike hotel

Piedmont bike hotel
Piedmont bike hotel is located in Pralormo only (50km) from Turin airport and 150 km Milan
Malpensa. The bike Hotel Lo Scoiattolo is situated right in the heart of Piedmont, a few pedal
strokes from the most beautiful hills, UNESCO heritage sites, why not enjoy this beautiful region
slowly in the saddle? Gianni the Director and the staff of Hotel Lo Scoiattolo await you for a
warm welcome!
Since 2011 they share their passion for cycling with countless cyclist and non-cyclist as well.
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Piedmont Bike Hotel Cycling and Lifestyle
Many of the iconic climbs of the Giro D’Italia can be found in the Piedmont region. Just a few,
Col de Finestra, Col de Angello or Col de Nivolet. There are rides for every kind of cyclist. Cycle
the green countryside of Piedmont on a top class road bike.
Moreover you can cycle the beautiful region of Barolo in Piedmont. Enjoy your road cycling trip
through the famous vineyards of the UNESCO hills of Barolo, Langhe, Monferrato and Roero.
Barolo is also an important wine region. The village of Barolo is situated South of Alba. The
surrounding countryside is spectacular. Furthermore there are countless panoramic views on
your way through the Piedmont and Barolo region.

Enjoy a wonderful road bike holiday in Piedmont
Exploring Piedmont on your road bike is one of the most popular activities in this region. Book
your road bike holiday in and stay at the Piedmont bike hotel in Pralormo your ideal starting
point for fantastic cycling holiday. If you wish to travel with a bike guide from the hotel or on your
own with maps and routes to explore the area on your bike, that is also possible. Moreover
anyone who is not as enthusiastic about cycling can enjoy an extensive programme of other
leisure activities.
Happy Cycling
Cycle Classic Tours and the staff of the Piedmont Bike Hotel

Facilities
Bike rental
Bike workshop
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Restaurant
Guided rides
Swimming pool
Large garden
Laundry service
Car Parking
Wi-FI
Bike maps
GPS Routes
Ride support
Bar
Sauna

Piedmont Bike Hotel FACILITIES FOR ALL KIND OF CYCLIST!
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Are
you alone but don`t want to miss the pleasure of a group ride? Join the hotel gruppetto of the
day and explore the hidden and quiet roads of Langhe, Roero and Monferrato. You and the staff
can plan your best ride in Piemonte with flexible pace, distance, cafè breaks and more. 1 local
guide of the cycling staff will lead maximum 10 cyclists/gruppetto. Making friends while cyclng is
very easy! If a group ride is not for you, ride independently at your pace on routes with your
device and our verified tracks with no assistance of the guides. GPX tracks of the most ridden
tours are avaliable in advance. RIDE & WINE? Discover the top-hill wine villages and cellars,
explore the unique corners at Roero, Langhe and Monferrato, where time passes slowly on
enchanting wine-covered landscapes. What about a wine tasting or a typical lunch in a trattoria?

EXPERIENCE PIEDMONT ON TWO WHEELS
Rental of Road bikes, MTB bikes and E bikes
Maps of the region
Well equipped repair service
Guided road bike tours

Ride with Davide and his team in order to find the road less traveled, head out on climbs
together, or take a break at a local cafe, to take a nice picture or enjoy a good gelato. The
guides will be there to help you in case of adjustments to your bike or will go with you to the
nearest bike-store. But mostly, thanks to them, you will not make a wrong turn or waste time
consulting a map! Forget to consider navigating a different culture and foreign language,
reading signs and maps, ordering food, some cyclists don’t enjoy doing these things for
themselves. All guides can also provide the assistance with a private van and constantly looking
out for your comfort and safety on the rides. Enjoy your cycling holiday with bike hotel Piedmont
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a passionate, quality-driven bike-oriented hotel! Davide, your Bike Manager at the Piedmont

Bike Hotel is waiting for you!

Hotel Information
Piedmont Bike Hotel Via Poirino, 24 10040 Pralormo (TO) Tel +39.011.9481148 Tel
+39.011.0432319 E Mail: info@hotelscoiattolo.com
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